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Abstract— Generating a photographic face image from given input sketch is most challenging task in computer vision. Mainly the sketches 

drawn by sketch artist used in human identification. Sketch to photo synthesis is very important applications in law enforcement as well as 

character design, educational training. In recent years Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) shows excellent performance on sketch to photo 

synthesis problem.  Quality of hand drawn sketches affects the quality generated photo. It might be possible that while handling the hand drawn 

sketches, accidently by touching the user hand on pencil sketch or similar activities causes noise in given sketch. Likewise different styles like 

shading, darkness of pencil used by sketch artist may cause unnecessary noise in sketches. In recent year many sketches to photo synthesis 

methods are proposed, but they are mainly focused on network architecture to get better performance. In this paper we proposed Filter-aided 

GAN framework to remove such noise while synthesizing photo images from hand drawn sketches. Here we implement and compare different 

filtering methods with GAN.  Quantitative and qualitative result shows that proposed Filter-aided GAN generate the photo images which are 

visually pleasant and closer to ground truth image.  

Keywords—Generative adversarial network, sketch-photo synthesis, filters, image to image translation. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Main challenge in face sketch to photo synthesis is learning of 

high-level feature of target image. Sketch image generally 

contain simple information but not detail information about 

picture such as attribute like color, texture, shape etc. So, it is 

more difficult to generate exact attribute from sketch to 

generated image. Traditional methods [1] for photo/sketch 

synthesis used linear combination of similar training sketch/ 

photo patches which include searching and weight computation 

techniques [2][3][4][5][6]. These techniques require more time. 

Model driven methods [7][8] require more effort to find out 

learning techniques. Researcher also explore deep learning 

approach for photo/sketch synthesis [9][10]. But traditional 

CNN methods fail to give expected result. It gives blurred 

output. Recently Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [11] 

achieved good performance in image-to-image translation task. 

GAN consist of strong generator as well as discriminator 

network due to which it outperforms   well in image-to-image 

translation task. Main aim of generator is generating the sample 

which look like as a real sample. And the job of discriminator is 

to identify generated samples are real or fake samples. Generator 

learn to generate more real sample during training phase to fool 

the discriminator. Discriminator train directly on real and fake 

sample while generator is trained through discriminator.  

In this paper we proposed filter aided GAN framework. Main 

idea behind this proposed work is to generate accurate and good 

quality images. As we know noisy image affect the performance 

of any image processing algorithm. To overcome that here we 

apply different filtering techniques on sketch before passing it to 

GAN. We analyze the performance of each filtering techniques 

like mean, median and bilateral filter. Contextual loss and pixel 

loss is used to improve performance of our GAN model. 

II. RELATED WORK  

In recent years different GAN architectures are proposed by 

researcher for sketch to photo synthesis. In [12] Author proposed 

contextual GAN which used joint image completion approach 

for completing incomplete sketches while generating photo 

images. Contextual GAN to learn the joint distribution of sketch 

and corresponding photo while training. They use two loss 

functions contextual loss and perceptual Loss to improve the 

result. But limitation of this method is there is no guarantee of 

identity preserving face generation and some attribute from input 

images are missing in output images. In [13] Author proposed 

framework where sketch with attributes is input to generated 

adversarial network. It improves the identity of generated faces. 
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In network architecture to reduce the no. of layers they used 

approach of skip connections and retained the network 

performance. Separate subnetwork is used to for attribute vector 

and sketch images to extract low level and high-level features 

information. They have used Adversarial loss and 

Reconstruction loss to calculate total loss. In [14] author 

proposed framework which generate multiple photo images of 

single sketch having unique attribute. Hybrid discriminator 

approach is used to predicts and distinguishes real and 

synthesized photos according to the set of desired attributes. 

They calculated adversarial loss and reconstruction loss, 

attribute classification loss, contrastive loss, content loss to 

improve the performance. In [15] Authors proposed a method 

which use facial composition information to help the synthesis 

of face sketch/photo. They propose framework called 

composition-aided generative adversarial network (CA-GAN) 

where sketch with pixel-wise face labels is input to generated 

adversarial network.  During training phase hard-generated 

components and delicate facial structures are focused. 

Perceptual loss function is used to calculate perceptual similarity 

between synthesized image and generated image. In [16] Author 

Proposed high-fidelity face sketch-photo synthesis method using 

Generation Adversarial Network (GAN). It uses a deep residual 

U-Net as generator and a Patch-GAN with residual blocks as 

discriminator. They design effective loss functions. Low-level, 

high-level and edge feature restrictions are imposed using pixel 

loss, high level loss and edge feature loss. In [17] Authors 

implements skip connections in cycle-consistent generative 

adversarial network framework and proposed feature Encoder 

Guided Generative Adversarial Network (EGGAN) framework. 

Feature encoder basically used to improve quality of generated 

images by guiding in training phase. Feature loss and feature 

consistency loss is used to maintain identity information. In [18] 

Authors used CycleGAN framework and explore it to generate 

high resolution photo images using multi-adversarial networks. 

They focus on hidden layer of generator as well as additionally 

used Cycle consistency loss to generate better quality images. In 

[19] author proposed conditional cycle GAN, where condition is 

given on facial attributes such as skin color. This framework 

does not require paired data i.e., sketch and its ground truth photo 

for training. This framework retains the face style though some 

attributes get edited while synthesizing photo. In [20] author 

proposed Identity-Aware CycleGAN. Main focus of this 

proposed model is to improve identity recognition of generated 

faces by considering key attribute of faces like nose eyes. They 

used perceptual loss function to improve recognition accuracy. 

S. L. Bangare et al. [24, 25] worked in Machine learning, Image 

processing and IoT domain. S. D. Pande et al., [26, 27] presented 

the analysis and implementation of capsule network for various 

image processing applications and medicinal leaf classification. 

P. S. Bangare et al.  [28] have proposed object detection work. 

N. Shelke et al. [29] worked with LRA-DNN approach. S. Gupta 

et al. [30] has shown extraction related work. G. Awate et al. 

[31] applied the CNN methods. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

As shown in figure1 proposed system architecture first we 

pass sketch image to image filter. By experimental studies it is 

find out that when we directly passed sketch image to GAN, the 

sketch images that containing noise, generate low quality photo 

images. So, to overcome that as shown in above architecture 

before passing face sketch to GAN we apply different filtering 

techniques to reduce unwanted noise.  

 

Figure1 Proposed System Architecture 

We applied median filter, mean filter and bilateral filter and 

analyzed the performance of each filter by calculating Structural 

Similarity Index (SSIM) [11] of generated face photo from 

filtered sketch.  

A. Median Filter   

This is a nonlinear filter. In this technique each pixel value is 

replaced by median value of its neighbourhood pixels. In our 

experiment we used 5˟5 kernel size for median filtering. salt and 

pepper noise, random noise is effectively removed by median 

filter. Noise pixel is effectively removed median filtering 

technique as they are very far from median. Median filter is very 

good at edge preserving but due to median concept fine details 

of images like line is removed. We demonstrate here working of 

median filter using 3˟3 kernel size as below. 

 
      Figure 2 Median Filter 

B. Mean Filter 

This is a linear filter. In this technique each pixel value is 

replaced by mean value of its neighbourhood pixels. Similar to 

median filter, we used 5˟5 kernel size for mean filtering. Mean 

filter reduces the random noise and main advantage of mean 
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filter is it retain sharpest step response. We demonstrate here 

working of mean filter using 3˟3 kernel size as below. 

                     
Figure 4 Mean Filter 

 

C. Bilateral Filter 

This is a nonlinear filter. Bilateral filtering done by replacing 

each pixel by average weighted intensity values of its 

neighbourhood pixels.  Weights are depended upon 

radiometric differences as well as Euclidean distance of 

pixels. Sharp edges are preserves using bilateral filter. 

The bilateral filter is represented as 

BF(I)x =     
1

𝑊𝑝
∑ 𝐺𝜎𝑠 (‖𝑥 − 𝑦‖)𝑦𝜖𝑠 𝐺𝜎𝑟 

(⃓ 𝐼𝑥 − 𝐼𝑦 ⃓)𝐼𝑦       (1) 

𝑊𝑝 is normalization term,  

𝑊𝑝 = ∑ 𝐺𝜎𝑠
(‖𝑥 − 𝑦‖)𝑦𝜖𝑠 𝐺𝜎𝑟 

(⃓ 𝐼𝑥 − 𝐼𝑦 ⃓) (2) 

Where: 

x is current pixel of image to be filtered  

s is x centered window  

y is another pixel belonging to s 

𝐺𝜎𝑠 is spatial kernel, decreases coordinates difference 

𝐺𝜎𝑟 
is range kernel, decreases intensities difference 
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Figure 2 Detailed System Network Architecture 

 

D. Network Architecture 

Standard Generative Adversarial network, which consist of 

generator network and discriminative network as shown in 

figure2 is used.  

 

Generator 

Input to generative adversarial network is filtered sketch image 

of size 256 ˣ 256 ˣ 3. Generator network consist of 7 convolution 

layers and 7 deconvolution layers which is described as C64-

C128-C256-C512-C512-C512-C512-DC512-DC512-DC512-

DC256-DC128-DC64-C3 where Ck means C represent 4ˣ4 

convolution layer and k is no. of filters used and stride 2. 

Similarly, DCk means DC represent 4ˣ4 deconvolution layer and 

k represent no. of filters used and stride 2. LeakyReLu activation 

function is used after each convolution layer and ReLu activation 

function is used after each deconvolution layer except output 

layer where tanh activation function is used.  

 

Discriminator 

Discriminator network is used to distinguish between real and 

fake images. We train our discriminator on ground truth sketch 

image with their corresponding photo image. Discriminator 

network is build using 4 convolution layers which is described 

as C64-C128-C256-C512. Output of discriminator is either true 

or false. It predicts whether the image generated by generator is 

real or fake.  
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Loss Functions 

Statistical distribution of training data is learned by GAN 

framework. In Our framework generator model generate photo 

image z for given input sketch image x. Generator model trained 

to generate the photo image which is no distinguishable from 

real photo images y and try to fool the discriminator. 

Discriminator learn to identify fake images generated by 

generator. The objective function is given as:  

ℒ𝑎𝑑𝑣 (𝐺) = Ex,y∼pdata[log D(x, y)] + Ex,z∼pz[log(1 −

  D(x, G(x, z)))]                                    (3)  

We calculate Pixel loss to retain low level features and 

contextual loss to retain low level features. Pixel loss is 

calculated as follows: 

ℒpixel (G)=
1

𝑁  
‖ ∑ 𝑦 − 𝐺(𝑧)‖𝑁

𝑖=1             (4) 

Contextual loss is used to measure similarity between the 

features. Similar semantic region is compared using this function 

hence it overcome the need of aligned images. Contextual loss 

is calculated as follows: 

ℒ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 = −log(𝐶𝑋(𝑦. 𝐺(𝑧))                           (5) 

Where 𝐶𝑋 represent feature similarity 

The total generator loss is calculated by considering GAN loss 

and pixel losses and context loss as follows: 

ℒ(G) = 𝜆1 ℒadv(G) + 𝜆2 ℒpixel (G) + 𝜆3 ℒ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 (G)          (6) 

 where we used 𝜆1=1, 𝜆2=0.2 and 𝜆3=0.8 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL  RESULT 

Here we implement and compare different filtering technique to 

check performance of our proposed model. 

A. Dataset and Training details 

We used CUHK Face Sketch Database (CUFS) [21]. CUHK 

student data set consist of total 188 photo-sketch pairs. Among 

which testing set consist of 100 photo-sketch pairs and training 

set consist of 88 photo-sketch pairs. As size of training set is 
small, we perform data augmentation by applying different 

transformation techniques. We increase our training dataset upto 

400 photo-sketch pairs which consist cropped faces, shifted and 

rotated faces at different angles. Each input image of size 256 ˟ 

256 is provided during model training.  For both discriminator 

and generator Adam optimizer [22] is used. Learning rate is set 

to 0.0002 and beta is 0.5. Model is trained using 200 epochs with 

batch size 64. 

B. Qualitative and Quantitative Evaluation 

Testing is performed on 100 images. We used quantitative 

measure structural similarity metric (SSIM) [23] to evaluate our 

network performance. Initially we have directly passed test 

sketches to our GAN model without applying any filtering 

techniques and generates corresponding photo images. Without 

filtering we achieved average Structural similarity metric 

(SSIM) for our model is 0.78. We identify some sample sketches 

for which SSIM is below 0.50 and apply median, bilateral and 

mean filtering technique on them and then passed filtered sample 

to GAN for photo synthesis. We analyze the Performance of 

each technique which is summarized in table 1.  By applying 

Median filter, average SSIM is increased by 1%, hence average 

SSIM of proposed system is 0.79. Bilateral filter, increases 

average SSIM by 0.8% i.e., average SSIM of proposed system is 

0.788. and by applying Mean filter, average SSIM increased by 

1.7% i.e., average SSIM of proposed system is         0. 

797.Qualitative results of different filtering techniques with 

GAN is shown in figure  
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Table 1. Quantitative Result of Different Samples with 

Different Filtering Methods 

Sample 

SSIM 

Without 

Filter 

SSIM 

With 

Median 

Filter 

SSIM 

With 

Bilateral 

Filter 

SSIM 

With 

Mean 

Filter 

a 0.5912 0.61 0.6016 0.6074 

b 0.5736 0.5849 0.5797 0.6074 

c 0.5797 0.5935 0.5896 0.5998 

d 0.6015 0.6135 0.6127 0.6085 

e 0.5084 0.5202 0.5112 0.5283 

f 0.5986 0.6058 0.6058 0.6077 

 

Figure 6 Performance Filter-aided GAN 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In proposed filter-aided GAN framework we impleme nt and 

analyze different filtering techniques like median filtering, 

bilateral filtering and mean filtering. Experimental studies show 

mean filter with GAN increased the overall performance of our 

model. In future work we try to explore more filtering methods 

as well as network architecture to achieve better performance.  
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